
At the vanguard of Brazilian-influenced music in Australia for 26 years, The View From 
Madeleine’s Couch forges a glorious and lush sonic path through Brazilian jazz and bossa 
nova, bringing the elegance of Brazilian melody and harmony to their original material. 
With the release of their third album, Bossa Nova Sunset Club, recorded with legendary 
Brazilian drummer Marcio Bahia (Hermeto Pascoal, Roberto Menescal, Hamilton de 
Holanda and many more), the band has cemented their place as one of the finest Brazilian
music ensembles in Australia. 

Kym Ambrose, OJ Newcomb, Anje West, Lachlan Hawkins, Bruce Woodward.

Accolades: 

Winner: Qld Music Awards, Best World Music Song for Bom Fazer 2009 Finalist: Qld 
Music Awards, Best Jazz Song for Meu Anjo 2019 

Live Reviews:

 “That was the greatest show I've seen by a Queensland band in years. Everyone who was there knows
that. What a night! (Noel Mengel, music writer)

“This was a first for me to listen to Bossa Nova , and loved the show.  Every song was so beautiful.  
The way you all worked together so beautifully to make this music, was so incredibly entertaining”. (T. 
Grant)

“Quite possibly the best show that I've seen this year. It had polish and intimacy in the one mix”. (R. 
Cosgrove)



Reviews for Bossa Nova Sunset Club: 

“A landmark album, and a significant contribution to the history of Brazilian-influenced Australian 
music” (Mike Ryan, Founder/Director Triboz Centro Cultural Brasil Australia, Rio de Janeiro) 

“The new album is DELIGHTFUL! Thank you all for such fine music, it makes my heart flutter...” 

Sharon Thompson (Thompson's Corner, Northside Radio, Sydney) 

“I’m loving every track...Anje and the distinguished band just capture every Brazilian flavour, 
colour, rhythm and romantic mood of a nation that has produced some of the greatest musicians in
the last 100 years. You can feel the love from the first note.” 

Congratulations, best 2019 release!" - Helen Simons. 

Courtesy of the bossa nova, a ubiquitous time-feel found everywhere in jazz, Brazilian 
music enjoys a mythical status. This Brisbane group has spent 24 years dedicated to 
developing a rare empathy with Brazil’s sensuous music. Their unusual album features 
Anje West, singing virtually the whole repertoire in the Portuguese language. As most 
Australian listeners will hear her vocals as an instrument, it’s fortunate that her voice is 
understated, well recorded, not too lush, and has a lovely vibrato, ideal for Brazilian-
flavoured music. Solos, chiefly by Kym Ambrose (vibraphone) and Bruce Woodward 
(guitar) are unfailingly appealing, and the inner rhythmic structures of 12 tracks are well 
thought through, underpinned by the great Brazilian drummer Marcio Bahia. Time-feels 
other than the bossa nova, with interesting rhythmic nuances, are explored here too, 
suggesting a genuine study and absorption of Brazilian music.

Four Stars.  Eric Myers (Weekend Australian, Review)

Co-founders Kym Ambrose (vibraphone)  and Anje West (voice and percussion).


